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Dr:unkenness. like mental illness, is one of society's 
conTentional wisdoms or folk truths used to explain both 
wife-beating and child abuse. A 1978 Gallup poll found that 
almost one in four of those interviewed believed alcohol was 
the cause of family trouble (Gallup, 1978). However, the 
Gall up sur,vey provides no informa tion on what proportion of 
the "family trouble II involves viclence. As we shall see 
later, while there may be some basis for the belief that 
alcohol use is related to abusive acts, like many popular 
beliefs there are misconcepticns, es~ecially when _e ask ~hz 
an individual who is drunk is also abusive. 

THE EftPIRICAL ISSUE 

Despite' the frequency with which alcchol use is cited 
as a factor contributing to falllily violence, including child 
abuse and wife-beating. there are no accurate estimates, of 
the extent to which physical violence is related to alcohol 
use in a l:epresentative sample of families. It is true that 
there has been considerable research en the relationsqip 
between alcohcl use and-violence, including a few studies of 
family Tiolence. However, although these studies seem to 
answer tha eapil:ical question of whether alcohol use is 
associated with high rates of violence, such a conclusion is 
questionable because of the .ethcdology used in those 
studies. 

ll£Qhol ~~ !2n-faaily yio~D~ 

Shupe (1954) studied alcohol use by 882 persons 
arrested during or i.mediately after the comaission of a 
felony in Columbus, Ohio. Eighty-three percent of those 
a rI:ested for hoaieida had some trace of alcohel in their 
urine and 67~ had substantially aore than a trace of alcohol 
in their urine. wolfgang (1958) studied the presence of 
alcohol in both the offender and victim (H=58S) ~here 
hoaicides had occurred in Philadelphia. He reports that the 
offender had been drinking in 54.51 of the ho.icides. In a 
study carried out in Horth Carolin.a on 307 aales convicted 
of serious assaultive criaes, Bayfield (1972) concluded that 
421 vere not sober during the co •• ission of the criae. 
Pernaaen (1976) revieved findings cf ten studies by 
l!acDonald (1961) and estiaated that alcohol vas present in 
50 to 601 of the studies where the saapl(~ size was 200 or 
greater. T~ese studies appeal: tc confira the eapirical 
relation between alcohol and violen.t criae. HoweTer, as 
both Shupe (1954) and Per.nanen (1976) peint out. offenders 
who are drunk are :aore likely' to be apprehended than tho!;ie 
who are soberu If they are alcoholics~ they are .ore likely 
to be known to the pOlice than nonalcohclics. These factors 
could bias the findings and overesti.ate the relation 
between alcohol a·nd, violent criaes. 

If you have issues viewing or accessing this file contact us at NCJRS.gov.
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U cohol !And E1\.!llZ .tl21ep'!iljl 

The conception of alcohol as a prime cause of 
interpersona~ 'violence in the 'falllily, especially in the more 
extreme forms of wife-beating and child abuse, is frequent 
in the family violence literature (Hindman,' 1977). A 
national television dramatization of the difficulties faced 
by battered wives in september 1978 portrayed the lives of 
four vomen who were beaten on several occasions by their 
husbands. Alcohol consumpti'on, in most cases e:l:c<f,Issive, 
immadiately preceded the beatings it seven' of the episodes. 
It is unfortunate that alcohol vas portrayed as playing such 
a direct and crucial role in trovoking the abuse because the 
actual research is, in fact, quite eguivocal. 

A number of studies do find an association b~t~een 
drunkenness and family violence. Langley and Levy (1977) 
reviewed seyeral of these studies and estimate that 40 to 
95% of the ~2!2yse abuse cases are directly linked to alcohol 
abuse. Mayer and Black (1977). in a review of the 'few 
studies available on £1!ilg abuse and a'lcohclism. conclude 
that from 32 to, 62% of the families vhexe child abuse 
occurred also had a parent who used alcohol dysfunctionally. 

There are several reasof,\s to belieVE that statistics 
,such as these are unreliable. 7ypicallJl. studies which 
report figures on alcoholisa and child or spouse abuse co.e 
froa samples where faailies have been identified as either 
alcohol abusers, or child abusers. If alcohol abusers are 
studied, questions about child abuse are asked and aany 
instances bro~ght to light. However, as Straus. Gelles and 
Steinaetz (1979) have shown;.if o~~ studies a random saaple 
of parents. ver]' high ratl3s of cVild abuse are also found. 
Where physical abuse has ccc~rred. high rates of alcohol 
abuse are found, but high rates of alcohol abuse also 
characterize the population in general (B. straus. 1976). 
~oreover. fa.ilies receiving treatment for either alcohol or 
child abus~ are onlj a saall. and possibll unrepresentative. 
part of the total number of child or alcohcl abusers. 

In addition to these cautions. the available studies 
are by"no .sans consistent in sh~vin9 a link between alcohol 
abuse and physical abuse. Steele and follack (1968) in 
fact. report no, incidence of alcchcH.sa in a study of 60 
faaili4lls in which child abuse had eccurred., Si.ilarl,y, Bard 
'(1974) exaained police records frca 962 families where the 
police were called in on 1388 occasions. Data froa this 
study suggested tha~ only six percent (15) of the cases 
inyolv9d a spouse who was both d~un~ and assaultive. f~oa 
this. Bard (1974) concludes that alcohol ~se and 
interpersonal ,.io~ence aaJ be spuriously associated. He 
suggests that alcohol aay ha.e a calaing effect and reduce 
the probabilitJ of faaily yiclence. Saitb (1975) and SiMons 
~ ~1. (1966, as cited in ftaden and irench. 1977) found 
alcohol use a's 'common in a general pcpulation sample as in a 
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sample of abusing parents., Gelles studies a s~ID,ple of 80 
families. In the 44 families where violen1ce had -occurred, 
drinking accompanied the violence in 21 case~; or 48 
p~rcent. Bowever. Gelles does not indicate the extent of 
alcohol abuse in the ncn-violent families, and without this 
figure it is difficult to come te any fil:m cOl:l(;lusion about 
the causal role of alcohol abuse~ 

On the one hand then, there a~e studies of alcohol 
abuse and violence which seem tc confirm an empirical 
relationship, although the statistics may overestimate the 
rates because of sample selectivity. On the other hand, 
t here are at least two studies 'which found 1i ttle or no link 
between alcohol' use and family violence. Finally, no 
studies which ve could find investigated the ,degree or 
severity of alcohol abuse (i.e., occasional drunkenness to 
full fledged 'alcoholism). This is a critical factor in the 
relation bet~~en alcohol abuse and family violence which 
will be examined in thi~ paper. 

~HE ~HBORE~IC!L ISSUE 

Even if ve conclude that there is an em~irical relation 
between alcohol and violence, this does not answer the more 
funda.ental question of which theoretical model explains the 
alc0401-violence link. 

~he data available for' the analysis are primarily 
usefml for answering the question of the eztent to which 
alcohol use is associated with faai1y violence. Hoveyer~ 
tbe findings also provide seae indirect information bearing 
on the disinhibition and deviance disavowal theories. 

1!ignhibtii2Jl ~he2D 

The,literature on, alcohel and aggression freguently 
~ssullesa direct causal and physiological. relation between 
the tvo Yariahles. ~his is cften called the "disinhibition
theory. For exaaple, C'laeron (1963. as cited in Shuntich 
and Taylor, 1972) states that opiate addiction differs 
fundaaentally fro. alcohol addiction because i,t does not 
ffrelease criainal aggression or anti-social acting out the 
way alcohol often does.- si.llarly. ~ucker (1910:93 cited in 
Sbuntich and Taylor 1972,. states that "alcohol is a veIl 
known releaser of inhibitions... soae individuals becoae 
disoriented, hallucinated. confused and even violent with a 
aoderate amount of alcohol consumption." 

Disinhibition theory assuaes that the che.ical content 
of alcohol has a direct effect o'n the central nervous system 
resulting in -the lONer brain centers being released froa 
highe~ brain controls~ , This reduces inhibitions, and 
behavior which is untoward "hen the individual is sober 
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becomes acceptable" (Chafetz and Demone. 1962).· The degree 
to which this belief is an accepted social nOl:II.is refl.ected 
in Allleric.i'ln and Finnish cridnal law. If the offender is 
drunk, theI:e is a greater probability that a homicide 1:Iil.l 
be ~lassified as manslaughter (Per~anen, 1916). 

~gg~n~g ~~hsXlQI Ineory 

Alternatively, some haYe eXflained the ~iolent behavior 
of individuals who have consumed alcohol as behayior which 
has been learned or acquired because of the social meaning 
attached to alcohol (Carpenter and Armenti, 1972: Lang 
et al., 1975). This explanation d~ffers considerably from 
dIsIiihibition theory because it includes sociological and 
psychological factors which determine an individu~l.·s 
behavior under the influence of alcohol. The basic premise 
of the learned behavior approach is that there are .cultural 
norms which prescribe appropriate behavior .while drinking 
and these nor~s vary according to the con~ext in which 
alcohol is consumed. For instance, the same a~ount of 
alcoho~ may be ~onsu.ed in the ccntext of a religious 
ceremony, a cocktail party, or in a bar, but behavior in 
these social settings vill 'lUI as the context does. 

~sn~ !!i§!!Yowa! Theo,,% 

The idea of -alcohcl as releaser of inhibitions· is a 
funda.ental part of the social aeaning of alcohol. In 
American society. people learn that their behavior while 

.drunk viII generally be attribn~ed to the effects of alcohol 
and not to social o~ personali ty characteristics. 
Individuals do not ~ant to view the.sel.yes as deviant. They 
need sOlie explanation (for the.selves .and others) to account 
for unacceptable behavior. BJ attributing this beh~vicr to 
the effects of alcohol, their cvn self iaage as. noraal. 
individuals is maintained, and their actions explained 
(Gelles, 1974; Kccaghy. 1968._ 

Those who beat a spouse while drinking can continue to 
aaintain a definition of self as nor.al by attributing their 
actions to the effect of alcohol. Although their behavior 
while drunk .~y be considered deYiant, they, as individuals 
are not deyiant. Bather, it. is presuaed that the alcohol 
they consoaed proapted thea to ccsait acts they othexvise 
vould have suppressed. Deyiance is thus disavowed. I'IcCagby 
(1968), for instance~ reports that 321 of the aen be 

in.tervie wed who· were incarcerated for sexually assaulting 
children bel_eved alcohol vas responsible for their 
behavior. . Si.ilarly, interviews by Gelles (197q) 
consistently reveal that in .any fa.ilies where both 
drinking and a~use occur, the vietia considers drinking the 
.ajor faailJ proble •• 

.. 
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Drunkenness, then. can provide ~ "time out" period, 
when the norms regar~ing appropriate behavior can be 
disregarded (Bruun, 1959; ~acAndrew and Edgerton, 1969). 
Gelles (1974: 114) suggests that ·the de£initicn of alcohol as 
"an agent that causes 'out of character· behavior is a 
definition that serves to justify family violence by 
relieving the individual from responsibility for his 
actions'." Furthermore, "this defini tieD cculd promote the 
behavior by providillg in advance a socially aFproved excuse 
for violent behavior." Folloving this argument, individuals 
do not become violent because they are drunk, but get drunk 
so they may become violent& . 

In summary, disinhibition theory states that one ~ay 
~ecome aggressive because of the aleohel consumed, social 
learning theory states that people learn bov to react to and 
behave under the influence of alcohol, and devi.ance 
disavowal and "time out"theories state that an individual 
mal drink so he or she'can aggress. What do the studies 
show? 

BESEARCB OR THE THEORETICAL ISSUE 

Three types of stUdies have been used· tc explore the 
disinhibition theory: (1) shock paradiga experiaents.(2) 
small group observation e%~Eriaents, and (3) indirect 
.easureaent of aggression. In each of these designs, a 
group consuaing a1cohol is coapared with a centrol groQP~ 

A confederate and a subject participate in a learning 
task. Alcohol is given to the SUbjects. Rhen t~~ 
confederate incorrectly. responds to the lEarning task, the 
subject aal' deliver a range of .electrical shocks to the 
confederate. Aggression is measured by the intensity of the 
sho.;k ' deliyered. Studies by Bennett, Buss and Carpenter 
(1969) and Buss et 51. (1970) reyealed that alcohOl 
ingestion did n21 affect the level of shoct deliTered to the 
confederate. 

Social si:t;,;tations are siaulated by tTtO . aethods. 
Subjects are 9iw~n alcohcl anacbser~ed either (a) in a 
settil',.g where one subject interacts with seyeral 
experi.enters or (b) a setting where SEyeral subjects in 
addition to seTeral experimenters are present (Hartocollis, 
1962; Takala, Fihkanen and ftarkkanen, 1957. in Pernanen, 

. 1916; Boyat"Zis, ·1914). Behavior is observed or videotaped. 
These studies found !2~g aggressive behayior in the setting 
where several subjects vho had been given alcohol were 
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present than in the setting where only one·indlYidual who 
l1ad been given alcohol was pl:esent .. 

!u9.!n~ 112~J;g§ Q,t Agg;:~§t.!i.2J! 

The dep~ndent variable in this type of study is 
measured by indirect meas~res cf- aggression such as 
projective techniques (Kalin ~t ~1~. 1965). These 
experime.nts produceilifferent results depending on whethel: 
th'e alcohol is consumed in a relaxed discussion group, a 
fraternity party. or a small groups laboratory. 

In the relaxed discussion group there was no increase 
in aggression as ~easured by the Theaatic Apperception Test. 
In the fraternity party situation, alcohol produced an 
increase in physical aggression in Ta~ stories. However. 
the control group which received no alcohol scored as high 
011 physical aggrll!sssion as the eXFeril1lental group.. Kalin 
et al. (1965) attributes this to anger experienced by the 
control group when they found they were to receive n<? 
alcohol. In the small group laboratory setting. physical 
aggression vas not affected by the alcohol. 

Aggression restraint. d~fined as "anything that 
involves an aVOidance reaction to aggressionu i.e. fear, 
regret. guilt. vas also aeasured in each of the three social 
settings. Kalin found no decrease in aggression restraint 
in the relaxed discussien group, but a significant decrease 
ill restraint vas evident in the fraternity group and saall 
group laboratory setting. 

These experi.ents show the iaportanee of the social 
setting in the production of aggressive behavior. Where a 
relaxed friendly,ataosphere prevailed, there was no increase 
in aggression. Where a fraternity party atMosphere vas 
created, aggressive behavior. as aeasured by the TAT, vas 
aore evident. 

Exe~¥tsn~ l~~tor§ 

The aggressive behavior expressed hy the fraternity 
party control greup, where no alcohol was serve4. deserves 
fQ~her attention. The authors attributed high aggression 
scores to anger on the part of the contrel subjects beca.u.se 
they did not . receit"e the alcohol they expected. 
Alternatively. their 'igh physical aggression score could 
indicate their expectation of the effects of alcohOl 
consu.ption., that is. it aay reflect the social aeaning 
attached to alcohol use. 

An excellent study'by Lang ~ s!. (1975) points out 
the role of expectation of.alcohcl ccnsuay;ticn on aggressive 
behavior. This study used a 2x2x2 factcrial desig~ 
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Alcohol content vas manipulated so. that one half of the 
subjects vho expected to receive alcehol received tonic and 
one half. of those who-dia not expect alcohcl received it. 
The alcohol/tonic drinks were prepared SUch that subjects 
could not detect the presence or-absence 'of alcohol (vodka) 
at a better than chance rate. 

Half of the subjects in each treatment group were 
provoked by a confederate prior to assessing aggressive 
behavior. The provocative manipulation consisted of such 
things as insults. belittling remarks, and questioning the 
subjects' intelligence regarding a difficult tracing/drawing 
task which both the subject and the confederate completed. 

Aggression was measured by the intensity of electrical 
shocks delivered by the subject to the confederate in a 

. subsequent learning task sinilar to that of Buss (1970). 
, This design permitted an evaluation of two competing 
theoretical assumptions: (a) Disinhibition theory: "If the 
physiological effects of alcohcl axe primarily involved in 
the facilitation of aggression, then SUbjEcts who actually 
receive alcohol (rega~dless of their expectations, vill 
behave more aggressively than subjects whe de not receive 
alcohol." (b) Social learning. theory: "If expectations that 
alCOhol vill lead to aore aggression is the major 
determinant of subsequent aggression, then subjects who 
expect that their drinks contain alcohol (regardless of the 
actual content of their drinks) will act more aggressively 
than subjects who do not expect to receive alcohol." Lang 
et ala concluded "that differences in the level of 
aggression observed vere deterained largEly by the subjects' 
expectations or beliefs about the content of the beverage 
they had consu.ed. Those who thought their drinks contained 
alcohol, regardless of the alcohol centent, gave more 
intense and longer duration shOCks to their partners than 
those vho believed they had consu.ed onll non-alcoholic 
drinks. II 

Fro. the studies reviewed, several factors appear to 
cast doubt upon the disinhibition theery. First, for 
alcohol to be a disinhibitor due to chemical action. 
subjects in !1l experiments regardless of the social setting 
should have scored higher on aggression when co.par~d to 
those who received no alcohol. Instead. aggression varied 
with the type of social setting. SEcond, the vork by Lang 
~ s!. pointed out the importance of expectancy factors in 
the production of aqgressive behavior. ~hose who only 
1houg1!j; they received alcohol behaved in ~uch the same way 
as subjects vho did receiYe alcohol. 
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Our view on these iSSUES combines the learnesl behavior 
and the deviance disavowal t1:eories. Alcoholic behavior is 
learned behavior. In additioD, because of social 
expectations regarding the use of. alcohcl, drunkenness 
provides a "time out" period, during which the normal rules 
governing proper conduct can be disregarded. Rather than 
violence occurring because the alcoholic individual loses 
inhibitions while drinking, we suggest that violence occurs 
because people have learned that it is excusable to attack 
another individual. especially a family lIlember, while 
drunk.·' 

fll!THOD 

§2!E1e 

The data to be presented, cOle froa personal interviews 
with a nationally representative sample of 2,143 Aaerican 
couples. Interviews vere conducted with the husbaud in a 
random~y selected half of the faailies and with the wife in 
the other half. One ,or aore chil.dren lIere present in the 
home in ',146 cases. (See straus, Gelles and Steinaetz, 
1979 for a aore detailed discussion cf sa.pling aethod and 
sampl~ characteristics). 

Alcohol Abuse 

The primary focus of the study described above was not on alcoho~ 
abuse. As a result only very limited data is available on this variable. 
Specifically, it is the respondent's report of haw frequent~y he or she 
"gets drunk." Six choices were available to the respondent-never, rare
ly, occasionally, often, very often ~d almost always. 

t, 

Alcohol ab,use, alcoholism. and drunkenness are terms used in many 
different ways by different investigators. Consequently it is diff~cult 
to know how to label our measure. Because we used self reports, so!=ial 
desirability factors no doubt affect the frequencies. The rates we report 
should perhaps be considered underestimates of the rate of alcohol abuse. 
Despite the limitations of this lDeasure of alcohol abuse the ana1.ysis to 
be presented seemed worth pursuing because of the importance of the issue 
and the absence of other studiea basf'd on a representative sample of families. 

Violen~~ 

Violence is defined as "an act carried out with the 
intention of, Or perceived intention of, physically hurting 
another person- (Gelles a&4 Straus, 1978,. 1 series of 
questions cal.led the ·Conflict ~actics Scal.e" (C~S' aeasure 
the level and incidence of violence (Straus, 1979). Of the 
18 ite.s in 'the scal.e, eight refer to the use of physical 
force and violence. These range !:roa pushing or shoving a 
spollse or child to the use of tfeapcns SUch as gUDS or 
knives. ie report rates of both ·severe ~iolence" and nall 
violence" that occurred in the prior years. Selfere violence 
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refers to kicking. biting, punching, hitting with something, 
beating up one's spouse. threatening with a knife 04 gun. 
and using a knife or gun. The severe violence index is our 
operational. definition of child abuse and spouse abuse. The 
general measure of family violence includes pushin9r 
grabbing, shoving and slapping the SPOUSE or child in 
addition to the severe violence acts listed above. 

underreporting physical viOlence may, bias the results 
o~ this research because w~ rely upen self reports of 
behavior by the respondents. However, altbough the tl:ue 
rates are no dou1:t Even higher, even these minimal rates 
show an astoundingly high frequen,cy of violence within the 
family (Straus, Gelles and StEinmet~. 1979). 

A more serious limitation of this resea~ch is that we 
do not have 'data on the physical violence tbat occurs while 
the husband or wife is drunk. Instead, the data report the 
l.evel of violence in the hoae and the frequency of alcohol. 
abuse by the viol.ent spouse during the pre,vicl2s year. The 
findings therefore only indirectly relate violence to the 
presence (or absence) o~ alcohol.. 

CLASS, SEX, AND DBUNKENNESS 

Before getting to the questioD of whethe~ drunkenness 
is associated with violence in the faai1y, we need to 
consider the data on drunkenness itsel.f. Table 1 gives the 
frequency of self-reported inebriation, and also lIhether 
there a~e iaportant social class and sex differences.*2 

Cahalan (1970, as cit"ed in Bourne and Fox, 1973), 
concluded froa a national survey that indi.iduals in the 
higher SES groups drink 'aore freguently than those in the 
lower SES groups, but that driuting to ,excess occurs more 
often aaong the l.over SES group. The aeasure of alcohol use 
in Table 1 refe~s to the latter. specifica1l.y. the 
respondents report of how often he or she gets drunk. To 
the extent that Table 1 shows any class difference, it 
indicates slightly higher ratES for the b1ue-col1al: husbands 
in the saaple. However, ve think it is acre appropriate t~ 
say that Table'1 shows no difference betvEe~ SES groups. 

(Table 1 about here) 

In contrast to the ainiaal. differences between social. 
classes. Tabl.e 1 shows large differences between aen and 
vosen. Far aore voaen describe theasel.ves as having never 
been drunk in the past year (roughly 60 percent of the WOBen 
versus 60 percent of the aen). At the ether end of the 
continQua. the differences arE even greater. ,A~on9 those 
who report often, very often~ or alaost always bel.ng. drunk 
in the previous year. the rate for blue-cella]; lien 1S four 
tim~s greater than for women aarried to blUe-collar sen. 
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Table 1. Frequency of Drunkenness by Social Class 

---------------------- Blue-Collar White-Collar 
!~!!2!lStI..QL~m!L.!2i!!!!ls_-lu.Lj.&~.!!l __ l! of 9281 

!l.J!sbSllS* 
Bever 
Rarely 
Occasionally 
Oft.en 
very often 
Alilost Always 

X,i,ll 
Never 
Barely 
Occasionally 
often 
very often 
Alllost Alvays 

60.8 
22.6 
12.0 
2.1 
0.9 16.1 
1.1 

59.2 
25.4 
13.5 

1.2 
0.3 15.4 
0.4 

Bloe-collar white-collar 
lL2Ll.&11:!/.6)'----"jl . .2L2~~ 

82.7 18.0 
13.2 11.3 
3.4 3.9 
0.3 3.9 
0.4 4.2 0.2 4.7 
0.1 0.1 

.p~ .01 for class difference in husband's drunkenness 
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For white-collar men, the rate is just ovsr three times 
greater than the .rate fer vellen maxried te vhite.coll~r men. 
The importance of these sex differences is no.t as new 
information, since they are generally consistent with 
previous studies (Bourne and FOX, 1973: straus. B." ,19-76; 
Ullman. 1962) In the context of this paper, the sex 
differences are important because they indicate that, crude 
as is our meas'ure of alcohol abuse, at least in this respect 
the results are consistent with data gathered by other 
methods. 

ALCOHOL ABUSE AND SPOUSAL VIOLENCE 

(Figure 1 about here) 

Pigure 1 shows that as the frequency of drunkenness 
goes up, so does physical violence •• 3 HQ~~'£ ~~~ ~lcohol 
~bu2~ !2 ~~£~~ Ehysical !igl~n~~ g~~!j~~. For example, 
the severe violence rate is shown by the ~~all dashed lines 
in Figure 1. For husbands who were never drunk during the 
year, the rate is 2.1 per hundred: for those who were drunk 
very often the rate jumps to 30.8. Thus husbands who report 
they vere very often drunk are 1q.7 tiaes Bore likely to 
have severely abused their spouse than these who report they 
never get drunk. But the violence rate then drops by almost 
half (to 17.6) - for Ben who are "almost always" drunk. 
simi~arly. wives who report being drunk even occasionally or 
more vere frOB 2.5 to six tiaes aore likely to have severely 
abused their spouse than those who report never being drunk' 
during the year. But then the rate drcps off for VOBen who 
were "very 9ften" or "alBost alvays" drunk. We uill retarn 
later to possible reasons for the decrease in violence a.ong 
those who are sost frequently drunk. 

ieBen who are drunk 'rarely or occasionally are _ Buch 
!2Ig litely to be violent than Bales at the sase frequency 
of alcohol use (2.Q tiBes Bore likely for severe violence 
and, 1.2' tiBes for all violence). But aaong those vho are 
drunk "often" or Bore, Bales are aore yiolent· than VOBen. 
However, the .sBall nuaber of VOBen who get .drunk this often 
Bakes it difficult to interpret. Co.bining the results 
shown in Table 1 and Figare 1 leads to the conclusion that 
sen get drunk Dore ofte~ than VOBen and Bore violence is 
reported asong Ben who ret drunk aore frequently. 

, I 

Tabl~? Spousal Violence by Frequency of Drunkennes by Social Class 

Husband Drunk 

Never 
Rarely 
Occasionally 
Often 
Very Often 
Almost Always 

Wife Drunk 

Never 
. Rarely 
Occasiona1ly 
Often 
Very Often 
Almas t Always 

, Husband-to-1Ufe Violence 
Rate for Severe Rate for All 

Violence Violence 
BC* we BC* WC 

2.1 2.2 7.2 7.9 
6.3 1.7, lB.O 8.B 

10.7' 2.4 36.2 13.~ 
26.9 ,9.1 34.6 27.3 
40.0 0 66.7 33.3 
25.0 0 41.7 0 

Wife-to-Husband Violence 
Rate for Severe Rate -for A..U . 

Violence Violence 
,- BC** WC*!' BC** we** 

4.2 2.1 lOS' 6.B 
13.7 7.6 23.4 l7~2 
13.5 2.9 30.6 20.0 
66.7 0 .66.7 ' 60.0 
25.0 0 50.0 0 
0 0 0 0 

*~ .0001; ~ ~02 

N 
BC we 

665 544 
252 229 
131 123 

26 II 
10 3 
12 3 

N 
BC we 

903 70B 
146 157 

37 35 
3 5 
4 1 
1 1 
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Table 3. Parent-to-~ild Violence T.a.1?le 4.' Parent-to-Child Violence by Social Class 

Father-to~Chi1d Violence Father-to-Child Violence 
Rate of Rate of ", Child Abuse Rate for All 
Child AU / ···Mte······ Violence N Father Drunk Abuse N Violence N Father Drunk JiG WC BC we BG we 

Never 9.9 292' 53.8 290 Never 11.5 7.8 53.0 57.3 ~83 103 Rarely 7.4 135 62.7 134 Rarely 7.4 7.6 . 5B.2 66.7 68 66 OccasionaJly 1B.1 72 6B.1 72 , Occasio~y 23.3 12.2 76.7 '61.0 30 41 I 

Often 0 .5 60.0 5 Often o· 0 66.7 50.0 3 2 Very Often 0 2 100.0 2 Very Often 0 0 100.0 100.0 1 1 Almost Always 0 1 100.0 ~ Almost Alwayl.~ 0 - , 100.0 - 1 0 

Hotber-to-Ch~d Violence MOther-to-~d Violence 
Rate of Rate of Child Abuse. , , . Rate for All 
Child. All Rate Violence N Mother Drunk . AbiIse N Vio1P.Ilcello N Mother Drunk Be WC BC WC* BC we 

Never 16.2 481, 65.5 478 Never 19.3 12.3 70.4 58.8 259 211 Rarely. 23.1 91 . BO.2 91 Rarely 31.1 16.3 17.8 83.7 45 43 Occasionall.y 27.3 22 77.3 22 Occasionall.y 20.0 33.3 80,.0 75.0_ 10 12 Often 40.0 5 40.0 S Often 0 50.0 0 50.1: 2 2 Very Often 0 2 100.0 2 Very Oft:en 0 100.0 2 0 Almost Alwaxs Ci 1 100.0 1 Al=st: Alwals 0 \ 100.0 1 0 

*p ~ •. ~3 ~.OI 
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(Table 2 about here) 

The link bet,,'een alcohel use and family ';io~ence 'may be 
confounded with soo;:ial class differences.. Tal:le 2 therefor.e 
looks at th~s link separately fer families with a 
blue-collar husband and for families with a white-collar 
husband. The data indicate that while there may be a class 
difference in rates of spousal violence, alcohol abuse is 
associated with violence for both blue-collar and 
white-collar workers. As alcohol abuse increases, 
husband-wife violence also increases. There are however 
some differences. First, the asseciation is strongest in 
blue-collar husband families. Second, within the 
white-collar group, the association between drunkenness and 
violence is greater for the overall violence index as 
compared to the severe violence. 

ALCOHOL ABOSE AND PABENT-CBILD v:IOLENCE 

~~1er and Black (1977) studied 100 alcoholics with 
children under 18 years o~ age. They found that while the 
majority of thea have difficulty in childrearing, not all 
alcoholics neglect or abUSE their children. They reported 
adaptive lIecbanislls such as limiting drinking to tilles when 
the children are absent froa the hOlle, or deliberate 
decisions to avoid potential abuse by not disciplining their 
children wbi~e drinking. Howeyer, these ~ata are co.pletely 
ambiguous. ! 'llajority of !lll group of pa.tents is likely to 
report -difficulty in child-rearing.- And since the rate of 
child abuse in the general,poFulation is high (Gelles. 1978: 
~traus; ~978), in the absence of a coaparison group, one 
does not know how to ev~uate the rat~ of child abuse in 
~ayer and Blact's saaple of a~coholics. 

The data for our study, although it has its own set of 
limitations, at least avoids the fundallental lIethodological 
probleas which beset the aayer and Black and other siailiar 
stUdies because w~ can cemFare the yiolencerate for parents 
who are xrequently drunk with those who are not. 

(Tal:le 3 about here, 

~<lble 3 shows that fatlj.ers who get drunk on aore 'than a 
rare occasion have double the rate cf child abuse as 
compared to fathers wh~are never or rarely drunk. The saae 
findings hold fer aothers, ezeept that Eyen aothers who are 
only .rarely drunk have a higher rate of child abuse than 
• others who are never drunk. The rate of child abuse then 
drops sharply for both the fathers and the aothers . who are 
mest often drunk. 

(Table q atout here) 
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Table 4 repeats the analysis separately for b~ue-collar 
and white-collar husband families. There does not seem to 
be any clear difference between the two cccupational class, 
groups. However, although the relationship between alcohol 
use and child abuse is similar fer both cccupational class 
groups, it is important not to overlook the fact that among 
the parents who report no drunkenness during the past year, 
the blue-collar parents have a higher rate of child abuse. 
Reasons for this· class difference in child a~use rates are 
explored in another paper (straus, 1978). 

5UnnARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

. In general, alcohol abuse is .ere clearly associated 
with violence in the husband-vife relationship than in the 
parent-child relationship. The IIOst clear association is 
for violence by blue-collar husbands against their wives. 

Previously, "social learning" and "deviance disavova~" 
theory was suggested as an explanaticn of the relation 
between alcohol abuse and violence. This explanatio'n seems 
particularly applicable in the context of spousal violence. 
By observing parents who behave vio~ent~y or othervise while 
drunk, we learn 'what is accepted, or at least "excused." 
Given the frequent occurrence of husband-wife violence 
(Straus, 1977) there is allFle opportunity to observe and 
learn. Despite the frequent occurrence and the covert norms 
tolerating violence between spouses, such acts are far froll 
the preferred methods of settling intrafamily conf~icts. 
Excessive drinking, however, provides an excuse for 
violence. 

Although the conclusion just stated is flausible, the 
data available do not provide any direct Evidence that it i~ 
correct. It can be argued that physiological disinhibition 
fits the fact as well as the explanatien we prefer. That 
would be correct, exceFt for the fact that violence rates 
drop off a.ong those who are aost often drunk. 

If the link between alcohol use and violence is based 
~", on the disinhibi ting effects of alcoho~, yi.olence should be 

greatest aaang those who cOile closest to the usual 
conception of an alcoholic. But this study, as veIl as an 
unpublished study by Steinglass (1978) shows almost no 
Yio~ence a.ong the aost alcoholic group. Oar interpretation 
is that true alcoholics, rather than being disinhibited by 
alcohol, are in effect anethestized. They use alcohol'to 
~lock out a world which. in one way or anether, is too 
painful to bearG On the ether hand, among those who ·get 
drunk froa tiZlleto tiae" the subjective lIeaning of 
inebriation is qu;ite different. These Feople are not 
seeking an escape froa an intolerable ezistence. Rather, 
whether consciously or uncensciously, they use alcohol as a 
lIeans of engaging in behavior, which without the excuse of 
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being drunk. vould be' unacceptable to themselves and others.. 
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and T32 6815161, and by the Uniyersity of New Hampshire. 

1. Our dQubts about"the inherent disinhibiting effect 
of alcohol are not lIeant to iaply that alcohol has no 
physiological effect. If that were the case, no one vould 
drink. our position is simply that people come to attach 
meaning to these physiological effects by the way ethers 
react to thea when under the influence of alcohol, and 
through the learning of various ccnyentions and rules 
concerning how to behaye when drinking. This same process 
has heen well deaonstrated fer other drugs hy schachter 
(1962) • 

2.- The use of the husband's occupatien as the means of 
establishing the socioeconomic status of the family ~s based, 
on the fact that for this SaRlE!e" as veIl as. Jon lIIany 
previous studies (see for example, Kahl and DaYis, 1955) 
occupation is the Rest powexful single indicator of position 
in the status hierarchy of an industrial society. An 
alternati~e is to compute a socioeconomic status index. 
This could have the ad~antage of also tak'jng into account 
the characteristics of the vife as deterainants of the 
socioeconoaic status of the faaily. a'CWeYEr. an empirical 
study of this issue (Straus and Urban, 1918) revealed that 
including the vife's characteristics in, a faaily 
socioeconomic status index imfrOyed the e~planatorJ power of 
the measure only slightly. This fact, and the fact that any 
such index would have to be dichotolized on a relatively 
arbitrary basis for use in this paper (as cOllpared to the 
known meaning of blue-cellar versus white-collar 
occupation). led to the decisicn to use the occupational 
class of the husband as the indicater of socioeccnollic 
status. 

3. TheN's for the ratEs given in Figure 1 are (the 
first figure is the number of meD and the second figure is 
the nu.ber of vomen in each drunkenness category): Never: 
1~2~1. 1,655; Rarely: 489, 309: Occasionally: 259, 74; 
often: 38, 10; Very Often 13 .. 6; Alllost Aillays: 17,2. 
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